
   

  
  

Inmates of Khimki Alexander Nevsky cadet class of the Russia’s
Investigative Committee give Fatherland devotion cadet oath 

 

  
  

Ceremony of giving “Cadet Oath” of inmates of 4th Khimky Alexander Nevsky cadet class of the
Russia’s Investigative Committee timed to Day of Heroes of Fatherland and Day of Saint Alexander
Nevsky has taken place today in Khimki, Moscow Region.

The ceremony was attended by senior officials and employees of the Investigative Committee,
representatives of state and municipal authorities of the Moscow Region and cadets’ parents.

Opening the ceremony Yuri Nyrkov, Vice-Chairman of the Russia;s Investigative Committee noted:
“This significant and exciting day will stay in our memory for all our lives. You are giving “Cadet
Oath” in difficult, but interesting time of our state’s development, strengthening of stability of social,
economic and political bases in the society, which allows everyone to be sure in the tomorrow day”.
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“Today, - Mr. Nyrkov continued. – You are giving an oath to be faithful to ideals of cadet fraternity,
piously keep and multiply traditions of cadets, that means love your Motherland and protect its
interests. Love for Motherland, loyalty to the Oath and Battle Banner, high discipline and common
culture, recognition of duty and deep comradeship are just a small part of those things which have
been given in the cadet family from generation to generation and have always protected Russia
against numerous troubles and shocks”.

In conclusion Vice-Chairman of the Russia’s Investigative Committee expressed his confidence that
the cadets would be worthy successors of fine Russian traditions and direct all their abilities to the
benefit of their Fatherland.
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